
Service Your In

Touch the 3 Lines

These are all services
available 

on Penji currently.
If one does not show,

you are not eligible for
it or it’s not live, yet.

Quick Guide to Penji
Finding the Service 

You Want
Finding Classes or 

Skills

Pick what kind of
service you are

looking for.
Small groups are

limited to 3.
Weekly sessions
are open to all.

The first time you
select any

appointment type.
It’ll look like this.

Tap “Join a
Course”

Classes are listed
by code (M 148

for example) but
you can also

search by name.

The next time you
select any

appointment type, it
will show an class

you’ve selected in the
past.

To find a
different class,
tap “Edit Your

Courses.”

Now you can tap “Join
another course.”

It will bring you
back to the full list

of classes.
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The website looks almost exactly the same except
you’ll only need to click the 3 lines to see all services
if your window is smaller than full screen. Otherwise
they will just appear. All other screen shots will look

the same in the app and on the website.



Quick Guide to Penji
Signing-up for

A Service

Once you select a
course, you’ll see 

a calendar like this.
The open boxes are
all available times.
Tap the day & time

you want.

It’ll look like this once
you tap it.

Make sure it’s the day
and time you want.

Then tap “Next.”

The next screen
shows all tutors

available at that time
on that day. Tap on

the tutor that’s there,
or if there’s more, the

one you want. The
“Next” button will

highlight when you
have. Tap it.

That will bring you
here. Just tap

“Confirm.”

This screen allows
you to select the
location for your
session. Tutors

preselect where they
are willing to meet.
You are limited to

their selections. Tap
one, then tap next.

Now you’ll see an  
appointment

summary. Just tap
“Complete.” 

Now on the main
screen, it will be listed

for you. The tutor
automatically gets an
email and an event on
their Google calendar.

Just show up.
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